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About This Game

Get in the mythical 86 and prove you're worthy of this car!
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In Drift86 you will have to master the art of Drift. Try to make the biggest combo on music that will make you want to press the
accelerator.

"Driving technique is not something you can get in a few days"

Features :

■ The mythical AE86 car!
■ A great unique circuit!
■ Addictive drift system!

■ Transmission system and speedometer in km/h of the car!
■ Joystick of controller usable !

■ Eurobeat !
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Title: Drift86
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 3 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Danish,Finnish,Greek,Hungari
an,Japanese,Norwegian,Dutch,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Swedish,Czech,Th
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I must play 3 times to get all the achievement :(. While slow to start off, the game unfolds a great world of opportunity in the
New World. While focussing mainly on colonization and trade, this game offers also a pretty decent combat system. It's not a
great game, because the interface isn't as clear and fluent as it could be, nor is the trade system presented in a understandable
manner. However, when you look past those rough edges you can find a tiny gem that isn't like a lot of other bland games out
there.

7\/10. New chapter in UBERVERSE bringing even more excitement.
8/10. Really enjoying this game!. its generally a good game, only problem is AI enemies act extremely annoying with their
infinite peace proposals, also capturing muslim land can lead to aggression with ur vassals which is sometimes annoying. Other
than that its an amazing game.. Pleasant and light platformer with great atmosphere and cute characters. Buggy tracking of total
motes and essences collected. Controls are not too tight. Fairly short, but a fun journey.. Nice physics and flight controls but not
much of a racing game unfortunately. The tracks, if you can even call them that, are pretty bland and unlike something like F
zero theres no sense of incredible speed. Graphics are good for what they accomplish but would have preferred better racing.

Weapon selection is cool though. I just wish there were more enemies to use them on. Fzero on nintendo 64 had 50 racers at
once.

5\/10. OK, good concept, VERY poorly executed, it looks & sounds like it's from the 80's arcades, if only 1 person developed
this its fine, but seriouls,y why?

The ship building needs polishing, at first its rather confusing to figure out how it works!

Mining is nice, like the way it works, but items in space would fly around randomly, or if no inertia is applied stay there; if the
planets had gravity it would be cool, as the minerals could go towards the core not towards your ship (unless maybe it has some
kind of magnet?)

Overall, GREAT concept, several things need polishing (ESPECIALLY the music, graphics & sound effects, it doesn't sound
anything like space, it sounds more like polka music or something), and looks like it has 80's graphics (which is ok, but if you
could improve them that would be nice). i wonder how many people are called sheldor. the pirate level keeps on freezing and
won,t let me play the pirate level
pls fix otherwise it is a fun game.
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It's a good game, and it shows a lot of potential it's just really buggy. It's almost impossible to get a good review on your phones.
It's a little laggy. There's a few other bugs, but otherwise I like this game a lot. It has a lot of potential and if the developers just
got more involved with updating, this could be a really good game.. This not a strategy game, it is a moblie game relying almost
entirly on scripted events and bull---- starting balance proportions to feign difficuly. Its boring, frustrating and has all the
stragetic depth of a limp d--k.. If you like games where you can fail at life just as bad as you fail at life IRL then here you go.
You can start out as a rich person and become poor. A middle class person and become poor. Or a poor person... and die. This is
actually a very fun and addicting game though.. Risk of Rain is a bit wonky.

It's a lot of you standard rougue like fair, on top of a pixelated two-d side scroller. The main focus is on time and completing
things fast as possible. The longer you take, the stronger your enemies get comparitively. You can explore for items, but there's
a trade off. It's an interesting risk reward mechanic if not a little stressfull.

 The first fifteen to twenty minutes of every game delivers on this core idea and its great. The issue come as you move into the
more mid to late game from twenty minutes to lets say no more than an hour for a game. In this period, the enemies get bloated.
Upgrades are mostly focused on utility, so your damage doesn't scale with the enemy health bars. It goes from solid game play to
a frustrating bullet hell where you are looping around easy patterns and scoring the easy hits. Despite how the trailers look, I
found the game play extremely meticulous, rather than frantic.

It's still a cute game though. The presentation is great. There's plenty of characters and upgrades to unlock. And it is fun in short
bursts.

The real issue here is that it doesn't stand up to other rouge-likes. There are a crap-ton of great games in the genre, and I can
think of at least five off the top of my head that are better. So I would recommend this game to people who are fans of the genre
and are looking for something new. Go play the other games first, then come back to this one when you need a breath of fresh
air or something new.

Please note, I am unable to comment on the co-op, which is probably a big plus. Not the only rouge-like with co-op, but they
mostly don't have it.

6\/10. do not buy for local co-op: 5 boring levels for ten minutes :(. Again with the phone games, these just serve to increase
your steam library.. CRAZILY IMMERSIVE CODING EXPERIENCE. I have no experience with coding before. Spending
half of the time looking into the help menu, trying out different commend, asking my friend what to do in my first playthrough.
Second time playing the game actually gave me more time to look into the storyline and details, which is surprising amazing.
Honestly if you have a bit of experience with coding\/programming before, HACKNET would be easier and more enjoyable for
you. Nevertheless, still an amazing game.
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